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Abstract: This paper focuses on two types of frequency lock loops (FLL) in Global 10 

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers, namely the conventional scalar frequency 11 

lock loop (SFLL) and the vector frequency lock loop (VFLL).The VFLL has been proven 12 

to have a better tracking performance than the SFLL in scenarios such as intermittent 13 

signal outages, high dynamics, etc.. However, the FLL tracking performance under the 14 

equivalent noise bandwidth has not been explored in literature. To do this, we 15 

implemented three kinds of FLL, i.e., the SFLL, the weighted least square-based vector 16 

frequency loop (WLS-VFLL), and the extended Kalman filter-based vector tracking loop 17 

(EKF-VFLL). All these FLLs have the same noise bandwidth, based on which we made a 18 

fair comparison between them. The experimental static data and simulated high- dynamic 19 

data have been tested. Results show that the EKF-VFLL has a similar tracking performance 20 

with WLS-VFLL under static environment, both better than the SFLL. In high- dynamic 21 

environment, the advantages of EKF-VFLL are more prominent than the other two 22 

methods. Furthermore, EKF-VFLL takes the longest time in terms of computational 23 

efficiency. 24 
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1. Introduction 28 

In the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) field, receivers’ signal tracking process 29 

is actually an estimation process for carrier frequency and the pseudo-random noise (PRN) 30 

code phase. For carrier tracking, the traditional scalar frequency lock loop (SFLL), is widely 31 

used. The SFLL can deal with moderate high dynamics. However, in some severe scenarios 32 

like huge dynamics and weak signals, it is incapable of action. To solve those problems, the 33 

concept vector tracking loop (VTL) was proposed in [1]. Generally, the extend Kalman filter 34 

(EKF) is used in the vector tracking loop architecture as the navigation estimator, referred to 35 

as EKF-VTL in this paper. In the SFLL, each channel tracks only one satellite, therefore the 36 

tracking architecture is simple and easy to implement. Unlike the SFLL architecture, the 37 

VTL combines the tracking loops and the navigation solving together using a single Kalman 38 

filter [2], taking full advantage of internal links between each tracking channels.   39 

The advantages of VTL against the STL have been extensively exploited by many 40 

scholars [3,4]. Existing researches have shown that vector frequency lock loop (VFLL) has 41 

a better tracking performance in many harsh scenarios, such as high dynamics, low 42 

carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), intermittent signal outages and multipath [5–8]. In [5], Lashley 43 

and Bevly reviewed the vector delay/frequency lock loop (VDFLL) and made a 44 

comparative analysis with the scalar tracking loop. The work in [9] demonstrated that 45 

VFLL can provide more reliable Doppler measurements and make the satellite signal easy 46 

to track by using an ultra-tightly couple (UTC) receiver. Furthermore, some analyses of the 47 

VFLL are carried out by [10] in terms of the robustness of the VFLL in different 48 

experimental conditions through a software defined GPS receiver, achieving a better 49 

tracking accuracy even when the signal is getting weaker. 50 

However, those comparisons neglected the fact that, unlike the fixed noise bandwidth 51 

in STL, the VTL has different noise bandwidths for each channels [11]. For EKF-based 52 

VFLL, the bandwidth of each channel is adaptively adjusted according to the receiver 53 



 

 

dynamics. In addition, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the comparison of 54 

computation load for those two methods is rarely found in existing literatures. 55 

In response to the above two limitations, we draw on Bhattacharyya’s argument in 56 

terms of the noise bandwidth of the VTL [11] and use it to adjust the noise statistics of 57 

EKF-VFLL to the same level as SFLL. As mentioned earlier, since the noise bandwidth has 58 

a great influence on tracking performance and it was ignored by the existing researches. A 59 

larger loop bandwidth is needed for high-dynamic applications, but will introduce more 60 

noise, resulting in lower tracking precision. On the contrary, a smaller loop bandwidth 61 

should be considered to ruduce the noise level and improve the tracking accuracy. 62 

Therefore, it is necessary to comapre the STL and VTL on the common ground. 63 

Specifically, a weighted least square based vector frequency lock loop (WLS-VFLL) is 64 

considered, which has the same noise bandwidth statistics with that in FLL. Besides, the 65 

computational efficiency needs to be taken into account in some special applications. To 66 

determine the efficiency of SFLL and VFLL operation, we use the same signal length and 67 

simulate the tracking process over several Monte-Carlo (MC) runs.  68 

With the purpose of making a fair comparison between SFLL and VFLL, in this paper, 69 

the equivalent noise bandwidth was expected to bring them into alignment. Firstly, the 70 

structure and principle of the FLL, WLS-VFLL and EKF-VFLL are compared for GNSS 71 

application. Secondly, the high dynamic GPS L1-like signals are generated and the field 72 

static signals are collected to assess those three methods. Finally, the frequency tracking 73 

deviation of the signals and the Central Processing Unit (CPU) times are presented for a 74 

more overall analysis of performance. The contributions of this paper could be summarized 75 

as: 76 

(1) We make a fair comparison between the SFLL and VFLL, in which the equivalent 77 

noise bandwidth and computation time are taken into consideration, different from the 78 

existing experimental comparisons. 79 



 

 

(2) Comparative analyses are implemented in terms of tracking accuracy and efficiency, 80 

which provide reasonable reference for the future research of VTL and develop a 81 

comprehensive understanding of why VFLL achieves a better tracking performance 82 

than SFLL. 83 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The methodology of the assist each other 84 

channels during the VTL and the relationship with STL are introduced in section 85 

“Superiority of the VTL”. Frequency lock loop error sources and equivalent comparison 86 

conditions are reviewed in the section “Characteristic analysis” and the equivalent noise 87 

bandwidth calculation is detailed described in the section “Noise bandwidths analysis”. The 88 

section “Results and analysis” shows the comparison results under low CNR signal and high 89 

dynamic situations and the analysis is provided. Finally, “Conclusions” concludes the paper, 90 

including future work. 91 

2. Superiority of the VTL 92 

The architecture and implementation of the VTL and STL are illustrated in this section. 93 

In addition, the reason why the vector-based method outperforms scalar tracking loop is 94 

analyzed in detail. To make a comparison between the STL and VTL, both the similarity and 95 

the difference of them are also described. 96 

2.1. Architecture 97 

As shown in Figure 1, the tracking processes in different channels are independent of 98 

each other in the STL. The feedbacks driving the carrier and code NCOs are obtained from 99 

the discriminators directly. It is obviously that there is no information shared between 100 

channels in the STL. But for VTL, by making the most of the internal connections between 101 

the tracking channels, VTL couples all the channels information together using a single 102 

navigation processor. Based on the navigation solutions and the satellite ephemeris, the 103 

navigation processor can predict the receiver states information including position, velocity, 104 



 

 

clock bias and drift. In specific, the code phase errors and the frequency errors that obtained 105 

from the discriminator output are not used to correct the corresponding NCO directly. The 106 

discriminator outputs are converted to pseudo-range error and pseudo-range rate error 107 

measurements. With the navigation solution and satellite ephemeris, the code and frequency 108 

errors at next epoch can be predicted to drive the NCO. If only use the pseudoranges 109 

information in the state formulation of EKF, the vectorized method is called VDLL. 110 

Furthermore, both pseudoranges and pseudoranges rate can be used to establish the VDFLL. 111 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the STL and VTL. 113 

2.2. EKF-based tracking loop 114 

In this paper, the comparison between the VFLL and the SFLL is made, and the 115 

extended Kalman filter (EKF) model and method is used in the integration unit. The EKF 116 

consists of two steps, i.e., prediction and correction. First of all, the state vector and 117 

covariance is initialized, on the left of the picture 1, the state vector is predicted by the 118 

measurements after correction and the estimation uncertainty is updated according to the 119 

process noise. In the correction stage, the Kalman gain matrix is updated for the purpose of 120 

making the state estimation optimal. The covariance matrix of estimation error is updated 121 

based on the new information from the measurements. 122 



 

 

In the VTL, the EKF estimates the receiver states of position, velocity and time (PVT) 123 

through its system integration and measurements. After that, the pseudorange and its rate 124 

and the line-of-sight (LOS) vector between the satellites and the receiver are obtained from 125 

the ephemeris, which is known as a priori information. Finally, carrier NCOs are formed 126 

with the predicted pseudorange rates, for adjusting the frequency of local carrier replica in 127 

each channel. 128 

The state vector of EKF is presented as: 129 

T

x y zv v v t  X    =  (1) 

where xδv , yδv and zδv  are the three dimensional receiver velocity errors in an 130 

earth-centered and earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinates; δt is the receiver clock drift error. The 131 

system state equation at epoch k is as follows: 132 

1 1
ˆ ˆ

k k k− −=X X  (2) 

where 133 

1 4 4k − = I  (3) 

Here assumed that there are n visible satellites. The measurement of EKF is 134 

pseudorange rate error which is the difference between the measured values and the 135 

predicted ones. The pseudo- range rate error of satellite j is as follows: 136 

( )Doppler u s u s

L1

ˆj j j j

j

c
f t t

f
=  − −  − +v v l  (4) 

where Doppler

jf is the Doppler shift frequency in Hz; fL1 is the carrier frequency; uv and s

j
v are 137 

the velocity vector of the receiver and satellite j, respectively; j
l is the LOS unit vector 138 

form the receiver to satellite j; ût and s

jt are the estimated receiver clock drift and the satellite 139 

clock drift, respectively. The measurement vector of EKF-VFLL can be presented by: 140 

 1 2 n=Z     (5) 

The measurement equation is the function of the state vector with a first-order Taylor’s 141 

expression, which is given by: 142 



 

 

k k k= Z H X  (6) 

where H is the measurement matrix, calculated by 143 
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According to literature [12,13], the discrete time process noise covariance matrix can be 144 

divided into user dynamic noise and receiver clock noise, as shown in Equation (8). 145 

clk dyn= +Q Q Q  (8) 

where the process noise covariance matrix due to the clock noise is drawn by: 146 

c c

clk

c c

q q

q q

 
 

=
 
  

Q  (9) 

2 3 2 2 2 2 23 2; 2c d d d dT T T =  q      (10) 

The process noise covariance matrix due to the receiver dynamic is given by: 147 
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3 2 2

, , , , ,3 2; 2d

i j i j i j i j i jE T E T E T E T =  q  (12) 

2 2 2

,

i j i j i j

i j x x x y y y z z ze e e e e e= + +E     (13) 

As shown in equation (8), (9) and (10), both the clock noise and the dynamic state affect 148 

the noise covariance. As discussed earlier, VTL coupled all the channels together for the 149 

tracking performance enhancement. In particularly, because of the noise covariance is an 150 

off-diagonal matrix, the measured pseudo-range rate error obtained from one channel would 151 

affect the others. In other words, the signals are coupled together through the nonzero 152 

off-diagonal elements. The VTL can be converted to STL if makes the noise covariance 153 

matrix off-diagonal elements zeros.  154 



 

 

The measurement noise covariance matrix is determined by the innovation-based 155 

adaptive estimation method. For detailed information, readers are referred to [14]. 156 

2.3. WLS-based tracking loop 157 

As mentioned earlier, the superior performance of VFLL benefits from the Kalman filter, 158 

refer to the self-adjusted noise bandwidth. In order to guarantee the fair of comparison, here 159 

we use the WLS estimator to predict the user positioning, velocity, and time (PVT) 160 

information. The noise bandwidth of WLS-VFLL is fixed to the same with SFLL. 161 

The state equations of three-dimensional velocity errors and clock drift errors in 162 

WLS-VTL is given by 163 

( )
1

v̂ T T
−

 G CG G Cb=  (14) 

(1) (2) ( )
T

n

d d df f f = − − − b     (15) 

where G  is equivalent to H  in the formula (1); C denotes the weighted matrix; b164 

represents vector of pseudo-range rate error, obtained by the carrier Doppler shift 165 

measurements;   is signal carrier wave length, ( )i

df is the Doppler shift measurement. 166 

Furthermore, T
C W W= , W denotes n dimension diagonal matrix: 167 

1

2

n

w

w

w

 
 
 =
 
 
 

W  (16) 

where 1n nw =  , n is the standard deviation of Doppler shift measurement error [15]. For a 168 

SFLL, the main sources of the Doppler tracking errors consist of thermal noise and dynamic 169 

stress error, which will be separately introduced in next section. 170 

So, the predicted three-dimensional velocity can be given by 171 
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http://www.youdao.com/w/diagonal%20matrix/#keyfrom=E2Ctranslation


 

 

Because the noise term in pseudo-range rate measurement is ignored, the pseudo-range 172 

rate measurement can be given by 173 

( ) ( ) ( )i i i

u sr f f= + −    (18) 

where uf  and ( )i

sf  are receiver clock shift and satellite clock shift, respectively; ( )ir  is the 174 

rate of geometric distance change between user receiver and ith satellite, which can be 175 

written as 176 

( )( ) ( ) ( )i i i

u sr = − v v l  (19) 

where uv is the velocity of the user receiver; ( )i

sv is the velocity of satellite i; ( )i
l is the line of 177 

sight (LOS) unit vector from receiver to satellite i. Combine equations (16), equations (18) 178 

and equations (19), the Doppler frequency estimation can be given as 179 

( )( )( ) ( ) ( )

( )ˆ
i i i

u s s ci

d

f f
f

c

−  + 
= −

v v l 
 (20) 

where c is the speed of light; cf is the carrier frequency. 180 

Finally, the carrier NCO updating as 181 

( ) ( )

,
ˆ ˆ ˆi i

c nco IF d ef f f f= + +  (21) 

where IFf  and ˆ
ef  are the intermediate frequency and the carrier frequency error estimation, 182 

respectively. 183 

Both the VFLL and SFLL are used to track the frequency error within the loops. The 184 

superiority of the VFLL is illustrated in the earlier sections. Even so, STL is still must to be 185 

mentioned, as it is a very development technology and is widely used in many traditional 186 

receivers. Furthermore, the tracking information like pseudo-ranges rate that obtained from 187 

the STL is required to initialize VFLL before the integration filter worked [16]. One more 188 

thing, for a long time at the beginning, the tracking error of the VTL is larger than STL due to 189 

the noise variance correction process [13].  190 

3. Characteristic analysis 191 



 

 

Before the comparison, the equivalent conditions of VFLL and SFLL have to be 192 

determined. In this paper, the same coherent integration times, CNR, and tracking threshold 193 

are used to make the comparison reasonable. Besides, another condition that has to be taken 194 

into consideration is the equivalent noise bandwidths. Because the noise bandwidth is a 195 

significant parameter of GNSS receiver design and the loop noise performance assessment, 196 

which indicates the ability of the loop to suppress noise. Large noise bandwidth allows the 197 

loop to deal with large dynamic, while smaller bandwidth can achieve a better tracking 198 

precision [17]. Equivalent noise bandwidth is the premise of a fair comparison. In this section, 199 

the frequency measurement errors and the tracking threshold are introduced briefly; the noise 200 

bandwidths of both VFLL and SFLL are illustrated and analyzed in detail. 201 

3.1. Measurement errors 202 

Frequency measurement errors include frequency jitter error and dynamic stress error. 203 

The thermal noise is treated as the only source of frequency tracking error because of the 204 

vibration- induced and the Allan deviation are too small to consider for a short coherent 205 

integration time [18]. Hence, thermal noise and dynamic stress error are the dominant error 206 

sources for SFLL. 207 

In an SFLL, the 1-sigma frequency jitter due to thermal noise is [18]: 208 

41 1
1 (Hz)

2

n

tFLL

FB

T SNR T SNR

 
= + 

  
  (22) 

where =1F  at high CNR; 2F =  near threshold; 10T = is the integration and dump time; 209 

nB  is the noise bandwidth (Hz). In this paper, an integration time of 10 ms is used. 210 

Because the EKF used the position, velocity, and acceleration information, which 211 

provide VFLL the ability to tack step and ramp changes in velocity with zeros steady-state 212 

error. While fail to track a ramp change in acceleration with zero steady-state error. 213 

According to the analysis from literature [3], only a second-order SFLL has comparable 214 

capabilities compare with VFLL. For this reason, this paper focuses on the second-order 215 



 

 

SFLL and VFLL. The frequency measurement error accused by dynamic stress error can be 216 

calculated as [18]: 217 

21 0.53
( )L

e J

n

f
f F

c B
=  (23) 

where 
3Jerk dynamic (m s )JF =   . 218 

From equation (22) and (23), the second-order SFLL is capable of a larger dynamic 219 

stress with the noise bandwidth increases, but this will causes a lot of noise to be brought in. 220 

3.2. Tracking Threshold 221 

Assuming that the receive signals are already acquired. While the tracking threshold 222 

determines whether or not the captured signals can be tracked. If the SFLL discriminator 223 

outputs exceed the threshold, the frequency tracking loops lose the lock. The tracking 224 

threshold is the first guarantee for providing a fair comparison. Therefore, the same tracking 225 

threshold is required in this paper. Rule of thumb tracking thresholds are used to analyze the 226 

tracking performance of VFLL and SFLL, which shown as [18]: 227 

3 3 1 4 (Hz)FLL tFLL ef T= +      (24) 

According to Equation (24), assuming the noise bandwidth and the CNR are determined, 228 

the maximum dynamics stress can be determined if the largest SFLL discriminator outputs 229 

does not exceed the tracking threshold. Furthermore, the increase in both thermal noise and 230 

dynamic stress error may result in loop unlocking. Thus, the programmable design of the 231 

noise bandwidth determines the characteristics of the SFLL in response to signal dynamic 232 

and noise statics. 233 

4. Noise bandwidths analysis 234 

As mentioned above, the noise bandwidth plays a key role in both accuracy and dynamic 235 

performances. Noise bandwidth is an excellent tool to suppress the input noise. Actually, 236 

both SFLL and VFLL can be seen as a closed-loop control system. For a second-order SFLL, 237 



 

 

the noise bandwidths can be derived from its transfer function model, if the damping ration 238 

and the nature frequency are known. However, it is more complicated for a VFLL. The 239 

parameters in the EKF are time varying, and the transfer function is closely related to the 240 

number of visible satellites, CNR, and line of sight (LOS) geometry. The noise bandwidths 241 

formulas will be derived in this section. 242 

4.1. Design of SFLL 243 

As shown in Figure 2, SFLL consists of frequency discriminator, loop filter, and carrier 244 

NCO. Here the four-quadrant arctangent discriminator is applied in SFLL to obtain the 245 

difference of frequency between the local carrier replica and the incoming carrier, 246 

expressed as 247 

cross dot

2 1

a tan 2(P ,P )

t t
fw =

−
 (25) 

where dot P1 P2 P1 P2P = I I + Q Q  , cross P1 P2 P2 P1P = I Q - I Q  , P1I  and P1Q  are the prompt in-phase (I) 248 

and quadrate-phase (Q) outputs of the integrated and dumped correlation process at epoch 1t ; 249 

P2I  and P2Q  are the outputs at next epoch 2t . 250 

After being filtered by the loop filter, the frequency errors are used to control the 251 

frequency of the NCO. 252 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of SFLL in Laplace transforms. 254 

According to Figure 2, the transfer function of SFLL can be express as the following 255 

equation [18]: 256 



 

 

o o d

i o d

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )

u s K K F s KF s
H s

u s s K K F s s KF s
= = =

+ +
 (26) 

where, ( )F s is the transfer function of loop filter, oK and dK are the gain of NCO and 257 

discriminator. 258 

The discrete time system of a second-order SFLL is shown in Figure 3. In which, the 259 

parameters are key factors to make the system keep good performance, and the determination 260 

of the parameters can be reference literature [18]. 261 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of FLL in discrete time system. 263 

The transfer functions of filter loops of a second-order SFLL can be expressed as [18]: 264 

0

0( ) = 2F s
s

+


  (27) 

According to Equation (26), the transfer functions can be expressed as: 265 

2

0 0

2 2

0 0

2
( )

2

s+
H s

s s
=

+ +

 

 
 (28) 

From mentioned above, the noise bandwidth can be derived from the transfer functions, 266 

according to (26), the noise bandwidth of SFLL can be given by [18]: 267 

2 0

n s

0

1
( 2 ) d ( )

2 4
B H j f f



= = +


 


 (29) 

where, sH is the frequency response function of a second-order SFLL. The damping ratio 268 

and noise bandwidth nB  both determine the frequency at the -3dB point. 269 

4.2. Design of EKF-VFLL 270 



 

 

Similarly, the noise bandwidth of the VFLL can be derived from the transfer function 271 

with a vector-based model. Assuming there are n satellites available, the prediction of the 272 

frequency in n channels can be expressed in vector 1 1

1 1
k k

T

k n
ˆ ˆˆ f f+ +

+
 =
 

f , and the updated 273 

frequency is: 274 

1k k k
ˆ ˆ ˆ

+ = + f f f  (30) 

where, kf̂ stands the frequency estimates at epoch k; k
ˆf is the frequency error estimation, 275 

and is used for carrier frequency correction at epoch k+1. 276 

Because the frequency NCO is fed back to the local frequency generator, in which, the 277 

Doppler shift caused by user-satellite relative motion and the frequency residuals caused by 278 

the pseudo-range rate estimation errors are obtained. As for a VFLL, only the velocity term 279 

and the clock drift term are involved in EKF, therefore, the frequency NCO values can be 280 

calculated by [16]: 281 

1Lff̂ =
c

 E V  (31) 

1x y ze e e = − E  (32) 

x y zv v v t  =     V  (33) 

where, 1Lf  is the carrier frequency of GPS L1 (1575.42 MHz); c is the speed of the light; E282 

stands the projection of user-satellite relative motion and clock error on LOS vector; V283 

involves predictions of user-satellite relative velocity and clock drift at current epoch and 284 

estimation errors of next epoch. Hence, the formula (20) can be extended to [11]: 285 

1 ( )r sL
k k k k

fˆ ˆ
c

 =  f E V V-  (34) 

where, 
s

kV  and 
r

k
ˆV  are the correction terms of velocity and clock for satellite and user at 286 

epoch k+1, respectively. According to Kalman filtering theory, 
r

k
ˆV is updated in the EKF. 287 

Thus, 288 
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1
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I K E V
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ˆ

− −
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V K f E

K f

r
k = +

= +

( - )

( - )
 (35) 

where, kK  denotes the EKF gain matrix; kf , which is obtained by the frequency 289 

discriminator, is the carrier frequency residuals. 290 

Combine formula (28) with formula (33), the updated frequency can be extended as: 291 

1 1

1

( )s rk

k k k k k k k k

L

ˆ ˆ
+ −

 = + − + −  +  
E

f f V I K E V K f


 (36) 

where, 1 1L Lc f= , stands for the wavelength of GPS L1 signal. 292 

Because 
s

kV and 1

r

k
ˆ

−V  involved in EKF always remain constant during short carrier 293 

pre-detection time (e.g. 1ms), the performance of VFLL wouldn’t be affected by these two 294 

terms. Thus, in order to simplify the algorithm, here these two terms are ignored. Then the 295 

simplified transfer function can be written as [11]: 296 
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 (37) 

Taking the Laplace transform of (37), the transfer function can be written as: 297 

1( ) = ( ) ( )k k
ˆ s s s+f G f  (38) 

1

1 1

( ) k k k k

L L

s s −E K E K
G I= +( )

 
 (39) 

Because of k kE K is an idempotent matrix. Hence, 298 

2 n

k k k k k kE K E K E K= ( ) = = ( )  (40) 

In addition, as discussed in literature [11], the transfer function model of a VFLL 299 

consists of n n  matrices, which expressed as: 300 
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 (41) 

In which, i ,q sG ( )  denotes the transfer function of the ith row and the qth column. 301 

According to equation (33), the corresponding noise bandwidth 
i,q

VFLLB can be calculated. 302 

Because the geometric corrections of the channels are time varying, the noise bandwidth can 303 

be achieved from the diagonal noise bandwidth due to the empirical experience. So, 304 

According to the definition of noise bandwidth in literature [19], the noise bandwidth of 305 

VFLL can be derived as: 306 
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It can be seen from the Equation (42); factors affecting noise bandwidth of VFLL 307 

include the number and geometry of visible satellites, carrier pre-detection time, and the EKF 308 

gain matrix. For example, the noise bandwidth is reduced by increasing the integral time, 309 

which means a good performance to suppress the input noise. And it is also illustrated that 310 

VFLLB  elements are adaptively changed according to user-satellite geometry and gain matrix. 311 

Because of the noise bandwidth characteristic of VFLL is more complicated than that in 312 

SFLL, so in conclusion, how to fairly compare the performance of VFLL and SFLL mainly 313 

depends on the selection of noise bandwidth. Because there is no single noise bandwidth for 314 

vector loops as the transfer function matrix shows that it is an interactive multi-input and 315 

multi-output system. So the noise bandwidth is defined with respect to an input channel. 316 

However, for comparing with a scalar loop the equivalent diagonal noise bandwidth of the 317 

vector loops may be considered as a reference.  318 

5. Simulation and Results 319 



 

 

To evaluate the frequency tracking performance of the SFLL and VFLL, the signals are 320 

processed on the same test bench, a software-defined receiver (SDR), which is based on the 321 

MATLAB platform [20]. The VFLL include EKF-VFLL and WLS-VFLL. In addition, the 322 

setting of parameters in the loop is also the same, such as tracking threshold, coherent 323 

integration time, frequency discriminators and equivalent noise bandwidth. In this paper, the 324 

coherent integration time is set as 10 milliseconds, frequency discriminator are obtained by 325 

Equation (20). Several noise bandwidths have been set to test the performance in different 326 

scenarios. The experimental data with different CNR and simulation data with extremely 327 

approximate CNR are also provided in this section. The 110-second experimental data of 328 

GPS L1 were collected in an open area in Hong Kong, with the equipment shown in Figure 329 

4. The NovAtel antenna was mounted to the top of the automobile, which was used to receive 330 

the GPS L1 signals. In the first 30 seconds the car kept static and then moved with a 331 

moderate dynamic in the rest of the time. The Nottingham Scientific Ltd. (NSL) Stereo 332 

front-end was used to convert the radio frequency (RF) signals to intermediate frequency 333 

(IF) signal. The sampling frequency and the IF of the front-end are 26 MHz and 6.5 MHz, 334 

respectively. 335 

 336 

Fig. 4. Experimental setup. 337 



 

 

 338 

Fig. 5. The block diagram of simulation platform. 339 

Because of the restrictions in experimental conditions, the GPS IF data in high dynamic 340 

environment is difficult to obtain. Here we use simulated signals to assess the frequency 341 

tracking performance of the SFLL and VFLL. As shown in Figure 5, the high-dynamic 342 

trajectory is firstly generated using the self-developed GPS IF signal simulator, which is 343 

based on the Matlab/Simulink platform. Then, IF GPS data is simulated by the GPS signal 344 

generator module. Finally, the IF data is input into the software-defined receiver module for 345 

the tracking experiments. The advantage of using simulated data is that the CNR is exactly 346 

controllable, and the signal characteristics are exactly known, which avoids the impact such 347 

as the ionospheric delay and multipath interference. Based on these conditions, the 348 

comparison of VFLL and SFLL are performed. 349 

 350 

Fig. 6. The system architecture of the comparison. 351 



 

 

Figure 6 shows the system architecture of the comparison operation. First, set the system 352 

parameters, such as acquisition threshold, tracking threshold, and coherent integration time, 353 

etc. Next, the signal acquisition is carried out to process the same data, in which the number 354 

of visible satellites used to track for the loop is determined. Following that, the SDR starts 355 

scalar tracking first, then the tracking results are used to initialize the vector tracking loop. 356 

Meanwhile, from the noise bandwidth analysis in section 4, to set the equivalent bandwidth, 357 

only the LOS matrix and Kalman gain matrix need to be adjusted. So the noise bandwidth 358 

of the SFLL is analyzed, and the equivalent noise bandwidth for VFLL is set so as to achieve 359 

the purpose of making a fair comparison. Finally, the tracking results of the VFLL and SFLL 360 

are provided, and the performance are analytical compared. 361 

In particular, for the EKF-VFLL, the value of the corresponding gain matrix in the EKF 362 

is adjusted according to the bandwidth in SFLL. That is because the noise bandwidth of the 363 

EKF-VFLL loop is the function of gain and LOS vector matrix, as mentioned above, and the 364 

later component remain constant in a few second. For the WLS-VFLL, unlike the former, 365 

share the same noise bandwidth with SFLL. 366 

5.1. Experimental results 367 

Figure 7 shows the CNR of individual tracking channels during a period of 0-100 second. 368 

In this paper, CNR is estimated using the narrow-to-wide power ratio method [21]. As seen 369 

from the figure, there are seven satellites that have been tracked, with different CNR values. 370 

In the first 30 seconds, the CNR values of the tracking signals are relatively stable, between 371 

35 and 55dB-Hz. Then the CNR varies due to the motion of the car. Especially in the last 30 372 

seconds, the CNR of PRNs 12, 21 and 25 suffer a sudden drop due to the high dynamics of 373 

the car. 374 



 

 

 375 

Fig. 7. Carrier-to-noise ratios of the tracking satellites. 376 

 377 

Fig. 8. Equivalent noise bandwidths of the EKF-VFLL. 378 

Figure 8 shows the diagonal noise bandwidths of the VFLL, in which they are different 379 

from each other and time varying. The first channel in figure 6 corresponds to the PRN10 in 380 

figure 5, and so on. As we can see, the channel with high CNR (50dB-Hz) has a small noise 381 

bandwidth (0.58Hz). Hence, high CNR (PRN10) does not mean large noise bandwidth. That 382 

is because only EKF gain matrix and LOS vector matrix contribute to the noise bandwidth 383 

calculation. Any slight change in satellites geometry or measurement noise (accounts for the 384 

gain matrix) will result in bandwidth variation. As shown in the light green shadow, the 385 

CNR of PRNs 21, 25 and 31 decrease due to the automobile dynamics. 386 

In order to assess the carrier frequency tracking performance of these three methods, the 387 

metric of frequency lock indicator (FLI) is used. The FLI is obtained by frequency errors and 388 

integration time [22] 389 

FLI cos 4 Tf  ( )   (43) 



 

 

The values of the lock indicator range from -1 to 1, where larger value indicates smaller 390 

frequency error and 1 means perfect lock with zero Hz of frequency error. In this paper, the 391 

second order SFLL assisted third order PLL carrier tracking loop is carried out in STL, and 392 

the bandwidth of the SFLL and WLS-VFLL are 10Hz. For simplicity, just take channel 1 for 393 

example, the FLI results of SFLL, WLS-VFLL and EKF-VFLL are shown in Figure 9. 394 

Generally, the integration time is 10 ms, a FLI of 0.90 corresponds to only a few Hz of 395 

frequency error. It is obviously to find that, the frequency tracking errors of WLS-VFLL and 396 

EKF-VFLL are very close, both smaller than that in SFLL. This is due to that the tracking 397 

residuals in VFLL are more likely to be reduced by the information exchange between 398 

signals and the channels coupled together in the navigation processor. At around 75 s, the 399 

FLI of SFLL and VFLL suffer a sudden decrease, due to the automobile dynamics. About 5 400 

s, the FLIs of VFLL are recover to the normal level, while for the SFLL, it takes more time. 401 

 402 

Fig. 9. Frequency lock indicator for FLL, WLS-VFLL and EKF-VFLL. 403 

Table 1 404 

RMS of frequency errors of different tracking strategies with the same noise 405 

bandwidth. 406 

Methods 
RMS of Frequency errors (Hz) 

Without With 10Hz With 15Hz 

SFLL 42.55 42.55 50.20 

WLS-VFLL 26.75 28.75 33.45 

EKF-VFLL 26.35 27.00 28.80 



 

 

Again, takes channel 1 as an example, to test the tracking performance of VFLL and 407 

SFLL under the same bandwidth, set the VFLL bandwidth to 10Hz (equivalent with FLL) in 408 

Figure 4. For a short period of time, the geometry between the satellite and the receiver 409 

remains unchanged, thus, the LOS matrix can be viewed as being constant. According to 410 

Equation (37), set the gain matrix to corresponding values, so as to achieve the equivalent 411 

bandwidth. The detail tracking results comparison of the traditional SFLL, WLS-VFLL and 412 

EKF-VFLL is listed in Table 1. Interestingly, although the noise bandwidth in EKF-VFLL is 413 

increased, the tracking error is not huge raised, still close to WLS- VFLL, superior to SFLL 414 

on that equivalent noise bandwidth. However, the RMS of frequency errors in SFLL suffered 415 

a sharp rise as shown in Table 1. For the other tracking channels, we get the similar results, as 416 

shown in Figure 10. 417 

(a) (b)418 
 419 

Fig. 10. RMS of frequency errors under the same bandwidth. (a) 10 Hz; (b) 15 Hz. 420 

It can be seen that SFLL is more sensitive to noise bandwidth; EKF-VFLL is almost 421 

immune to noise bandwidth. In addition, to demonstrate the computational loads of those 422 

three methods for real GPS signals, we use the MATLAB function tic-toc to find out how 423 

much time it costs for the tracking process. The computer simulation environment is as 424 

follows. The simulation software is MATLAB 2016b. We collected 10s IF signal. The CPU 425 

is Intel Core i5-6500 (3.20 GHz) and the memory is 8.00 GB RAM. The system 426 



 

 

environment is Windows 10 with 64 bits. Table 2 listed the computational loads of those 427 

three methods over 10 MC runs. SFLL has a faster tracking speed. Despite the performance 428 

of EKF-VFLL was superior, but it takes longer time than the other two methods. There are 429 

two reasons for this; one is prediction and correction steps, the other one is the complex 430 

matrix operations involved. 431 

Table 2 432 

Computational loads 433 

Item SFLL WLS-VFLL EKF-VFLL 

Time (s) 225.00 318.50 390.02 

5.2. Simulation results 434 

In this section, the simulation results are carried out, in which the high dynamic scenario 435 

is taken into consideration. The 60s generated IF signals was used here, which is similar to 436 

real satellite signals. Because the superiority of VDLL have been proven in literature [5], 437 

when the number of the visible satellites exceed four. As a perfection to this, here just take 438 

into account that only four satellites available, and assumed that the satellites positions are 439 

exactly known as: 1(26,0,0)S , 2 (0,0, 15)S − , 3 (0,0,15)S , 4 (9,15,0)S , 5 ( 9,7,0)S − ; the unit is km. 440 

The coordinates of the vehicle are set at the origin. During the simulation, the maximum 441 

velocity is 1500m/s, the maximum acceleration is 25.5g, all satellites have the same CNR of 442 

45 dB-Hz. The sampling frequency is 12MHz and the intermediate frequency 3.563MHz. 443 

Figure 11 illustrates the noise bandwidth of each tracking channel in VFLL. With the 444 

motion of the vehicle, the bandwidth show a greatly fluctuates. Since the CNR of each 445 

channel is equivalent, the EKF gain matrix is fixed. The fluctuation is mainly caused by the 446 

change of the vehicle-satellite geometric in the process of motion. This can also be confirmed 447 

by channel 2 and channel 3; both of them have the same bandwidth, as they have the 448 

symmetrical geometric relative to the trajectory of the vehicle. 449 



 

 

 450 

Fig. 11. Equivalent noise bandwidths of EKF-VFLL 451 

 452 

Fig. 12. FLI of SFLL, WLS-VFLL and EKF-VFLL under high dynamic scenario 453 

The frequency tracking errors of VFLL and SFLL are shown in Figure 12. The 454 

bandwidth of the SFLL is set to 30Hz. Similar to the results in experimental operation; the 455 

EKF-VFLL has a better tracking performance than that in SFLL. However, the tracking 456 

performance in WLS-VFLL is worse than that in EKF-VFLL, under high dynamic scenario. 457 

This is due to its variable bandwidth in the EKF-based tracking loops, which has the ability to 458 

suppress the noise adaptively. In contrast, the bandwidth in WLS-based tracking loop is 459 

fixed. 460 

In the process of simulation, it is interesting to find that, when set the SFLL bandwidth 461 

equal to that in EKF-VFLL, the improvement tracking results are achieved. However, 462 

although the tracking performance in SFLL is improved, it was still worse than that in WLS- 463 

and EKF-based VFLL. For a vector-based tracking loop, since it is a multi-input and 464 



 

 

multi-output system, all channel information is deeply integrated via the measurement matrix 465 

in EKF. Particularly, the information exchanges between signal tracking depend on 466 

non-diagonal element within the matrix. That explains why VFLL can achieve a better 467 

tracking performance although it has the same bandwidth with SFLL. Furthermore, the 468 

results above indicate that EKF-VFLL can achieve a better tracking performance under high 469 

dynamic scenarios due to its variable noise bandwidth. These methods employed with SFLL 470 

and WLS-VFLL is incapable of enduring this high dynamic environment and estimates the 471 

carrier Doppler optimally. 472 

6. Conclusions 473 

A fair comparison between SFLL, WLS-VFLL and EKF-VFLL has been proposed in 474 

this paper. It took equivalent bandwidth of VFLL into consider, which based on the function 475 

of LOS matrix and EKF gain. By bring the comparison conditions to one common ground, a 476 

fair comparisons has been made. Both experimental data with different signal quality and 477 

simulated data with the same Signal quality have been tested using a SDR. 478 

Experimental results demonstrated that both EKF-VFLL and WLS-VFLL have a better 479 

tracking performance than traditional FLL under static environment. However, the 480 

EKF-based tracking loop has a bigger computation burden due to the complexity of filter 481 

structure, comparing with the other two methods. In addition, because EKF- VFLL is 482 

immune to the noise bandwidth, the tracking performance of EKF-VFLL is still superior to 483 

FLL, even if they have the same bandwidth.  484 

Simulation results indicate that EKF-VFLL can achieve a higher tracking accuracy than 485 

WLS-VFLL and SFLL by its variable noise bandwidth, under high dynamic conditions. 486 

Since WLS-VFLL has the same bandwidth with SFLL, the performance of the method under 487 

high dynamic environment is a little better than that in SFLL, but worse than EKF-VFLL. 488 



 

 

The method that used to reduce the computational load and simplify the filtering process will 489 

be studied in the future work. 490 
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